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very Jewish;  would look at home outside a fur shop in
Wardour Street.
Soon the producer went off to another compartment,
having found a friend. Bella major and I were left alone.
She looked older and less silly than B. minor. And I
knew something about her from the Mission. The senior
lieutenant described her as 'clean and willing'—which
you can guess the meaning of. She has been living with the
master off a torpedoed Swedish steamer while it is being
repaired: so she is well-dressed and shod. She turned out
to be pretty rugged (as they say up here), but intelligent
and with a heart of gold. The important thing was not to
look at her. She discovered, a few stations down the
line, a young couple with two children (youngest nineteen
months) with no seat and the prospect of living in the
corridor all the way to Moscow; so she asked whether I
would mind if they occupied my empty bunk (the navy
had taken two for me) and the other spare bunk (which
they bribed their way into getting). She asked in such a
way that she would have been disgusted if I refused—
which of course I didn't, anyway. It was good to have
Russians really concentrated when you went-to study them.
So we slept six in four bunks that night: I went up above
because the poor mother with the baby shouldn't have to
climb up there; opposite me was the father with the small
daughter; down below Bella major (occupying the whole
bunk and lapping over the edge); and the mother with
the baby. Before they slept they all fed in their various
ways. But B. major, having enjoyed the flowers of sin
with a European—and a Swede at that—had picked up
some of the better fruits, too. She was almost hygienic
about food, and the cloth, and washing cups, and she
hasn't once yet combed her hair into the fish: one of B.
minor's common failings.
Towards evening we came to a village just above the
Arctic Circle where an old man was selling little bunches ofi,
flowers.   They must have come up by rail, or possibly been

